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A Word on OFC and COVID-19
The growth and success of our industry is enabled
by the well-being of our employees and partners. As
uncertainty surrounding the COVID-19 coronavirus
continues to grow, MultiLane is withdrawing from
direct OFC2020 participation.

The Applications team will continue to be
remotely available to support partners proceeding
with their product demonstrations at the trade
show.

Please contact fae@multilaneinc.com for any OFC-related requirements.
Find below some of the highlights that will be announced during the OFC timeframe.

FORWARD ERROR CORRECTION (FEC) TESTING
MultiLane’s BERTs support both true hardware FEC and FEC emulation depending on user requirements.
Select platforms support a comprehensive suite of measurements like pre-FEC BER, post-FEC SER,
corrected/uncorrected codeword counters and more.

Example 1: FEC symbol error rate

Example 2: FEC Corrected Bit Rate

Example 3: Correctable codeword
count

MAKING THE LEAP FROM 400G TO 800G
800G BERT

BERT GUI 2.0

The new ML4079E 800G BERT offers industry
leading performance; it features full FEC on 8
channels that can be configured to support line
rates of up to 58 GBaud PAM4 or 58 Gbps NRZ.

We are proud to announce the new BERT graphical
user interface, which is faster and more intuitive to
use. The new BERT GUI will be released in Q2 2020.
§ Easy to use and intuitive workflow
§ Highly responsive
§ Measurements can be added/removed
while testing
§ Instant and real-time measurements
running simultaneously
§ Ability to perform multiple BER
measurements in parallel
§ Enhanced channel control

Most importantly it supports real hardware FEC
analysis to be able to characterize the DUT
behavior in a system environment. Other features
include signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) and histogram
measurements, as well as transmitter and
receiver equalization.
In addition, receiver stress and jitter tolerance
testing can be supported by this platform.
ML4079EN supports direct crosstalk and noise
injection, and both ML4079E as well as ML4079EN
can be combined with the ML407-PAM jitter clock
source for jitter tolerance testing.

Interconnects
A range of 800 Gbps interconnects will soon be
released including OSFP 112G Module
Compliance Board, Host Compliance Board and
Loopback. QSFP-DD800 interconnects will follow
shortly.

OSFP 112 Loopback
8x100 Gbps

GUI Screenshots

OSFP 112 MCB
8x100 Gbps

OSFP 112 HCB
8x100 Gbps

Lightwave Component Analyzer (LCA)

New 53 GBaud PAM4 Clock Recovery Module

We are also expanding our product portfolio by
adding a Lightwave Component Analyzer (LCA) to
our range of products. The LCA can be used to
measure the linear electro-optic transmission
and electrical reflection characteristics of a
component as a function of modulation
frequency.

Measuring 53 GBaud PAM4 TDECQ is still a critical
requirement. The MultiLane ML1016D-CR-GEN2
enables testing of 100G Lambda transceivers by
recovering a clock that can trigger incumbent
third-party optical scopes

Automated 100G/400G transceiver testing

MultiLane’s ML7007 Productivity software
eliminates the headache of RMA testing. An allinclusive instrument suite driven by a fully
automated software tool enables technicians to
produce comprehensive failure analysis reports
for faulty optical modules on site.

Open Eye MSA Measurement Suite
MultiLane is announcing the Open Eye MSA
measurement suite running on its ML4015D
optical DSO, to support the release of the singlemode 53 Gbps and upcoming release of the multimode specification. The measurement suite
supports the new statistical and deterministic
vertical eye closure (VEC) measurement that will
replace TDECQ as a key figure of merit for
transceivers.

.

Silicon Valley Compliance and Interop Lab
We are excited to announce our 400G Compliance
and Interop Lab in Silicon Valley in MultiLane’s
new Fremont office. Capture your optic
performance with in-house state-of-the-art
400GE switches correlated against MultiLane’s
Instrument Suite. Bring your DUT module to our
facility for comprehensive testing.

A New Look
Check out our brand-new website, going live on
March 21st (www.multilaneinc.com).
For more info, contact your local rep or contact
us directly at sales@multilaneinc.com.

